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Student: Zoobie.
Teacher: Okay. When we begin counting, instead of saying four, say zoobie.
I will place tiles on the overhead one at a time and I want
you to tell me the number.

This chapter's activities give students practice in adding
and subtracting positive whole numbers.
The activities
utilize numbers in other bases to provide students with a
framework for understanding addition and subtraction in
base ten. All bases are presented through the use of materials that make clear to both teacher and student the work·
ing of each problem.
Those who were taught in base ten may think saving its
presentation until the end of this chapter makes teaching
addition and subtraction unnecessarily difficult.
This is
primarily because most adults were never allowed to see
that patterns in other ways of grouping are present in base
ten as well.
When students search materials for patterns in grouping
of threes, fours, and fives, then see these same patterns repeat for groupings of ten, they achieve a far greater understanding of borrowing and carrying than is possible from
studying base ten in isolation.
The true measure of the high level of proficiency and
understanding achieved when base ten is presented only
after the concept of grouping by any number is clear, is the
achievement of the students themselves. Experience has
shown that the sequence of activities in this chapter makes
it possible for eachstudent in class to master the operations
of addition and subtraction.

o
Student:

One.

DO
Student:

Two.

o
DO

Student:

Three.

DO
DO
Student: Four.
Teacher: True, but by the rules of this game, we can't say
four. What word did we decide to use instead?
Student: Zoobie.
Teacher: Then how many do I have on the overhead?
Student: Zoobie.
Teacher: Very good! Let's do it again.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH TILES
AND PEOPLE

Each time "zoobie" tiles is reached, the overhead is
cleared and the counting started over. When the class can
count, "one, two, three, zoobie, .. , one, two, three, zoobie,"
the students use zoobie to play the following counting
game.

PURPOSE:
To learn a counting game for grouping by
fours using people

Teacher: In a moment I will ask you all to stand up ...
but not yet! When you are all standing I want you to
count off by zoobies. The zoobie-people will sit down.
The people standing will keep counting. Let's see what
happens. Everyone stand up, please (see illustration on
the following page).

MATERIALS:
1. If no overhead projector
square shapes
2. Tiles

is available,

The game continues until only one
ing. The purpose of this is to give
counting by zoobies. When only one
ing, everyone stands up again and the
repeated.
To motivate the counting practice,
following questions:

The concept of place value involves the notion of grouping numbers or amounts of objects. This is true for all bases.
The activities in this lesson teach students a game in which
they group by fours. In subsequent lessons this knowledge
of grouping will be used to establish the concept of place
value.

person is left standstudents practice in
person is left standcount-off process is
the teacher asks the

Can you predict who will be the last person standing?
Does it make any difference where we start counting?
If we start with the same person twice, will the last person
standing be the same twice? Why? Why not?

Teacher: Today we will playa counting game. No one can
use the word "four" for the number four. I would like
someone to give me a nonsense word we can use, in place
of four.
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GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS
AND CUPS
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To learn a counting game for grouping by
fours using beans and cups

;J.

XX I XX
X ". X .3 X
XXX zX
XX XX X
3XXXX

MATERIALS:

1. Clear acetate squares with circles drawn
on them, or circular cutouts
2. If no overheadprojector is available, beanshapedcutouts
3. Beans
4. Cups
5. Unlined paper

xXXX ~
XXXXX
X XX 3X
XXXXX
XXXXX
z XXXX

In the next two lessons, students use their newly acquired
technique of grouping by fours to count forward and backward by ones in base four.

Teacher: You need beans and cups and a piece of paper
for this game. Draw a line down the middle of your
paper like this. On the top right half, draw a beanshaped dot, like this. On the top left half, draw a cup,
like this. It doesn't have to be beautiful, just make it
look more like a cup than a bean.

X X XX X
XXXXX
X XX X X
1/

/0

/;)..

Now, when I say plus one, put one bean on the right half
of your paper.
Plus one. How many beans do you have on your paper?

lJl

The illustration represents one playing of
the game ... with repeated countings, until
the last person is left standing.
Key:

rn

.=

X : Seated student. No longer counts
Last person standing.

ADVANCED ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION
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Student:
Teacher:

One.
Plus one. How many do you have?

Student:
Teacher:

Two.
Plus one. How many?

Student: One zoobie and three.
Teacher: Think about this next one. Remember there are
no fours in this game. Plus one. How many?
Student: One zoobie and four.
Student: No! Two zoobies and zero.
The teacher explains why, by the rules of the game, two
zoobies and zero is what goes on the papers. The teacher
also illustrates the process on the overhead.

rn
Student: Three.
Teacher: Plus one. How many?
Student: Four.
Teacher: There aren't any fours in this game.
Student: Zoobie.
Teacher: How many zoobies?
Student: One zoobie.
Teacher: Okay. To show one zoobie on your paper, take
the zoobie beans from the right half of your paper, put
them all in a cup, a zoobie cup, and move the cup to the
left half of your paper, like this. How many zoobie cups
do you have on your paper?

teacher:

Plus on. How many?

Student:

Two zoobies and one.

The teacher continues saying "plus one" until the class
reaches three zoobies and three. The students then clear
their papers and the whole process is repeated. This time,
the teacher does not demonstrate on the overhead, but walks
around the room and observes what each student is doing as
the directions are given.

Student: One.
Teacher: How many beans remain on the right half of the
paper?
Student: None.
Teacher: What's the number in mathematics that means
none?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: What you have, then, is one zoobie and zero.
Plus one. How many do you have?

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS
AND CUPS
PURPOSE:
To learn. a counting game for grouping
fours with beans and cups

Student:
Teacher:
Student:
Teacher:

One
One
One
Plus

and one.
zoobie and one.
zoobie and one.
one. How many?

by

MATERIALS:

1. Clear acetate SQuares with circles drawn
on them, or circular cutouts
is available, beanshaped cutouts
3. Beans
4. Cups
5. Unlined paper

2. If no overhead projector

Student:
Teacher:

One zoobie and two.
Plus one. How many?

Teacher: You need your beans and cups for this game.
You also need a piece of paper with a line down the
middle, like the one you used yesterday.
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LESSON 8-3

To start this game, you need three zoobie cups and three
loose beans on your paper, like this. Now, let's count
down instead of up.

fJ

We can't borrow just one bean from a zoobie cup, and leave
that cup a bean short, because the rule for this game says
that all zoobie cups have to have exactly zoobie beans in
them ... no more and no less.
This is what I get when I "minus one" from three zoobies
and zero.

,

I~~~I',
'I
Minus one .... What do you think I mean when I say minus
one?
Student: Take away.
Teacher: Yes, it means subtract. Every time I say minus
one, subtract one bean from the right side of your paper.
Let's try it.
Minus one. How many do you have left?

Student:
Teacher:

Student:
Teacher:

Dump one of Yllur zoobie cups on the bean side of your
paper, take away a bean and see if you get the same
thing. Okay, let's continue. Minus one-how many?

Student:
Teacher:

Two zoobies and two.
Minus one. How many?

Student:
Teacher:

Two zoobies and one.
Minus one. How many?

Three zoobies and two.
Minus one. How many?

Three zoobies and one.
Minus one. How many?

Student: Two zoobies and zero.
Teacher: Think carefully about this one before you do it.
Minus one.
Student:

Three zoobies and zero.

At this point, the teacher checks everyone's board and
has them check with their neighbors, to see that each student has three zoobies and zero.
Teacher:

Instead of demonstrating the correct answer on the overhead, the teacher asks the students what the rules for the
game direct when no more beans remain on the right side
of the paper. When the rules are reviewed, the students
dump the contents of a zoobie cup on the bean side of
their papers, then remove one bean.

Minus one.

The teacher does not demonstrate this step on the overhead yet, but allows the students to puzzle out the solution
first.

Teacher:
Student:

Teacher: How many do Ihave left?
Student: You can't do it, there are no more beans left.
Student: No, two zoobies are left because you take away
one zoobie cup.
Student: No, it's three zoobies, because you take one bean
out of a zoobie cup and then you have three zoobie cups
left.
Teacher: If, when we are subtracting one bean each time,
we run out of beans, the rule for this game says we should
dump the beans out of one zoobie cup back onto the
bean side of our paper.

ADVANCED ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION

Read me what you have on your papers.
One zoobie and three.

~
Teacher:

Okay, minus one. How many?

When the students have subtracted ones all the way down
to zero, they place three zoobies and three beans back on
their papers and begin the process again. The teacher walks
around and observes each student while saying the directions.
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2. Clear acetate squares with circles drawn
on them, or circular cutouts
3. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
4. Beans
5. Cups
6. Unlined paper

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS
AND CUPS

The preceding lessons have introduced students to numbers in bases four and five. In the next two lessons students
record these numbers on paper so they may be examined for
patterns. Constantly examining numbers for patterns permits students to understand the meaning of place value in
any base, which lets them achieve an exceptionally high level·
of proficiency in grouping and regrouping in base ten.

PURPOSE:
To learn a counting game for grouping
fives using beans and cups

by

MATERIALS:
1. Clear acetate squares with circles drawn
on them, or circular cutouts
2. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
3. Beans
4.· Cups

Teacher: Start with zero beans and zero zoobie cups on
your paper. How many beans on your paper?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: How many zoobie cups?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: Okay. Today, we'll record our beans and zoobie
cups on long strips of paper.
Draw a bean and a cup at the top of your strip, like this.

5. Unlined paper

After the class has played the plus-one and minus-one
games for fours, using zoobie in place of four, both processes are repeated for groups of five. A new name for fives
comes from a student suggestion. For the following activities, the word yuck will be used to indicate the nonsense
word the class chose for groups of fives.
All the activities in Lessons 8-3 and 8-4 for zoobies are
repeated for yucks. The plus-one game is continued to four
yucks and four. The minus-one game uses four yucks and
four as a starting point.
Confusion might result from using yucks instead of
zoobies: students might count "one, two, three, zoobie,
yuck," instead of "one, two, three, four, yuck." However, for each new game, only one number is replaced
with a special word.

Now, how many zoobies are on your paper ... wait, you
have two pieces now. This could get confusing. You
might not know which piece of paper I'm talking about.
We need a name to call the piece of paper that you put
your beans and cups on.
Student: Zoobie paper.
Student: No, bean paper.
Student: No, zoobie board.
Student: No, ...
The teacher makes a list of suggested names and the class
votes.
Teacher: Okay. How many zoobie cups do you have on
your zoobie board?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: How many beans?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: Then write a zero, for zero zoobies, and another
zero, for zero beans on your strip of paper, like this.
Check to see if you have written on your paper what I
have written on the overhead.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS
AND CUPS
PURPOSE:
To record numbers from the counting games
and examine them for patterns

I

MATERIALS:

o o
1. Special paper for recording
terns in columns

number pat-
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LESSON 8-5

Plus one. Put a bean on your zoobie board. How many
zoobies do you have?
Student: Zero zoobies.
Teacher: And how many beans?
Student: One.
Teacher: Okay. Let's write that on our recording strips
of paper.

fJ

I

0

0

0

/

As the students work, the teacher poses the following
questions. If a student feels he or she has an answer, it is
shared with the others as they continue their work.
Look down the bean column on your recording strip. Can
you see any number patterns that might help you predict
the numbers?
Can you see any patterns in the zoobie column of numbers
you can use to predict future amounts of zoobies?
Are the patterns you get on your recording strip for plus
one the same as or different from the patterns you get
for minus one? Why?

I

The plus-one game is continued up to three loobies and
three. At each step, the number of beans and cups on the
loobie board is written in numbers on the recording strip.

LJ

6

0

0

;l.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS
AND CUPS
PURPOSE:

0

0

/

:J-

/

0

;;.

;;J.

;}.

0

3

;;;.

:5

/

0

3

0

/

/

3

/

/

.P-

3

~

I

.3

3

3

To record numbers from the counting games
and examine them for patterns

MATERIALS:
1. Special paper for recording number patterns in columns
2. Clear acetate squared with circles drawn
on them, or circular cutouts
3. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
4. Beans
5. Cups
6. Unlined paper

This lesson repeats the sequence of activities in the previous one using groups of five instead of groups of four.
The numbers for plus one and minus one are recorded as
for groups of four except the teacher does not demonstrate
the recording process on the overhead beyond one yuck
and one.
The teacher says "plus one" and the students add the
bean to their Yuck boards. The students then state out
loud how many yucks and how many beans they have, before writing the numbers on their recording strips.
The teacher continues saying "plus one" until the students reach four yucks and four. Then the class begins the
minus one countdown.
As the students record the numbers, the teacher asks
them to look for patterns and think about the same questions asked for zoobies in the previous lesson.

As the students record the numbers, the teacher asks
them to examine the columns of figures for possible patterns.
When three loobies and three has been reached, the
loobie boards are not cleared as in earlier lessons. Instead, the teacher begins the minus-one game. The students continue to record the number of beans and cups at
each step. As they write numbers for the minus-one game,
they are encouraged to look for patterns.

ADVANCED

ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION
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GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, AND BOWLS

Please dump all the beans from your zoobie cups into a big
zoobie bowl. We'll have to make different zoobili boards,
too. You'll need a new piece of paper.
This time I want you to divide your paper so it has three
spaces. In the space on the right, draw a bean. In the
middle space, draw a cup. In the space on the left, draw
a bowl. The bowl doesn't have to be beautiful, but it
should look like it is larger than the cup.

PURPOSE:

To extend the counting games for counting
. by fours using beans, cups, and bowls
MATERIALS:

1. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square): or circular cutouts in two
sizes
2. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
3. Beans
4. Cups
5. Bowls
6. Unlined paper

Okay. Take all the beans and cups you had on your other
zoobie board and move them to your new zoobie board.
How far had we gone in our plus-one counting?
Student: Four zoobies and zero.
Student: No, one big zoobie, zero zoobies and zero.
Teacher: Okay. On your new paper, put one bowl, zero
cups, and zero beans. Plus one. How many?
The plus-one game is continued to three big zoobies,
three zoobies and three. Then, the teacher takes the class
back down to zero again with minus-one.
The minus-one process is essentially the same as the
students used before big zoobies were introduced.
When
the students have three big zoobies, zero zoobies and zero
beans a new problem is encountered.

The following two lessons expand the students' ability
to count in bases four and five from two-digit numbers to
three.
Teacher:
won't
beans,
Student:
Teacher:
Student:
Teacher:

Today, we will play the plus-one game again. We
write down any numbers, so all you need is your
cups, and zoobie boards. Plus one. How many?
Zero zoobies and one.
Plus one. How many?
Zero zoobies and two.
Plus one. How many?

Teacher:
Student:
Student:
Student:
Student:
haven't

The teacher continues to say "plus one," until the students have three zoobies and three on their boards.
Teacher: Plus one. How many?
Student: Four zoobies and zero?
Teacher: That might be what it looks like, but the rules
for this game say you can't have any fours. We'll have
to call this something besides four zoobies.
Student: A grinch?
Teacher: That's a good idea, but I would prefer to have us
call it something that has to do with zoobies, because
zoobies is the word that tells us we're grouping by fours.
Student: Big zoobies.
Student: Giant zoobies.
Student: Zoobie zoobies.
Teacher: Let's vote ... Okay, big zoobie is the winner. So,
what will we call zoobie zoobie cups?
Student: One big zoobie.
Teacher: We'll need something to collect our little zoobies
in. I have a lot of bowls we can use for our big zoobies.

Minus one. How many?
Two big zoobies, zero zoobies, and zero beans.
Two big zoobies, three zoobies, and zero beans.
Two big zoobies, three zoobies, and three beans.
You still have three big zoobies because you
got any more beans you can take away.

The teacher and the students discuss the various possibilities suggested. The teacher then models the rules for this
game, showing on the overhead how to take one bean from
three big zoobies.
Teacher: If, when we are subtracting one bean at a time,
we run out of beans, we already know we can get more
beans by dumping all the beans out of a zoobie cup. If
we run out of zoobie cups, the rule for this game says
we can get more zoobie cups out of a big zoobie.
We can't borrow just one zoobie cup from a big zoobie, because the rule for this game says that all big zoobie bowls
have to have exactly zoobie worth of zoobie cups in
them ... no more and no less.
How many zoobie cups in a big zoobie?
Student: Four.
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Student: No! Zoobie!
Teacher: Okay, we can take zoo bie worth of zoobie cups
and put them here.

Now, can
Student:
Teacher:
from?
Student:
Teacher:

3.
4.
5.
6.

Beans
Cups
Bowls
Unlined paper

This lesson repeats the activities in the previous one using
yucks instead of zoobies.
The same plus-one and minus-one progression is used, except the teacher does not illustrate the steps on the overhead
beyond one big yuck, one yuck, and one.
As the teacher continues to say "plus one" the students
add the beans to their yuck boards. The students then state
out loud how many big yucks, yucks, and beans they have.
The plus-one game is continued until the students reach
four big yucks, four yucks, and four. Then the minus-one
game is played back down to zero, zero, zero.

we borrow beans from any of these zoobie cups?
Yes.
How many zoobie cups do we need to get beans
One.
Okay. Now, can we take away one bean?

Student: Yes.
Teacher: This is what I get when I take one bean from
three big zoobies: zero zoobies and zero beans. Work
this problem out on your zoobie boards and see if you
get the same thing.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, AND BOWLS
PURPOSE:
To record numbers from the counting games
and examine them for patterns

When the students have worked the minus-one problem,
the teacher continues the minus-one subtractions down to
zero, zero, zero.

MATERIALS:
1. Special paper for recording number patterns in columns
2. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in two
sizes
3. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
4. Beans
5. Cups
6. Bowls
7. Unlined paper

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, AND BOWLS
PURPOSE:

In the next two lessons students once again record numbers on paper to search for patterns. The numbers they record permit them to examine patterns that extend much
further than was possible in Lessons 8-5 and 8-6.
The activities are essentially the same as those in Lesson
8-5. The students add or subtract one bean at a time from
their zoobie boards while recording the appropriate numbers
on long strips of paper.
The only difference is the columns of numbers generated
for Lesson.8-5 are extended much further this time, to three
big zoobies, three zoobies, and three.

To extend the counting games for grouping
by fives using beans, cups and bowls
MATERIALS:
1. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts, in two
sizes
2. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts

ADVANCED ADDITION
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The same questions are asked, along with:

The students will need to add a bowl-like figure to the
top of their recording strips, so they relate to the revised
zoobie boards.

81 fJ

I asked you to think about some questions when we were
working with zoobies. If I ask you the same questions
now for yucks, will the answers be the same? Why?
Why not?

I I

The teacher assists the students in recording through one
big zoobie, one zoobie, and one. Beyond this point, the students work on their own. The teacher does not say "plus
one" each time. When they reach three big zoobies, three
zoobies, and three, they then subtract one bean at a time
until they reach zero, zero, zero.
As the students work, the teacher poses the questions
from Lesson 8-5, with the addition of the following:
Are there patterns in the big zoobie column that tell you
when you are going to add another big zoobie to your
zoobie board?

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, BOWLS, AND DICE
PURPOSE:

To learn a grouping game that involves counting by the numbers zero through five
MATERIALS:

,. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice, numbered zero to five
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in two
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Unlined paper

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, AND BOWLS
PURPOSE:

To record numbers from the counting games
and examine them for patterns

The students have counted up and down in bases four
and five using constant numbers. They have also examined
the various counting sequences for patterns that lead to an
understanding of the structure of place value. Addition and
subtraction, however, do not always involve such predictable
numbers. In the next four lessons the students learn and
practice a dice game to prepare them for adding and subtracting a wide assortment of numbers.

MATERIALS:

,. Special paper for recording number patterns in columns
2. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in two
sizes
3. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
4. Beans
5. Cups
6. Bowls
7. Unlined paper

Teacher: Today I'll teach you how to play a game with
your beans, cups, and bowls. This is a game you will
play in competition with one another.
I'll have Brenda, Russell, and Lonnie play on the overhead
while everyone else watches, so you can all learn how.
Brenda, you be the banker. That means you keep track of
all the beans, cups, and bowls. Being the banker is an important job, because the banker also helps each player
make the right exchanges. You take all my overhead
beans, cups, and bowls. You're in charge of them now.
The goal of this game is to be the first person to get a big
yuck.
Okay, Russell, you roll the dice first. What did Russell get?

This lesson uses the previous one's activities. The only
difference is the students record numbers up to four big
yucks, four yucks, and four, before counting back down
to zero.
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Student: A four.
Teacher: Okay. Russell, ask Brenda for four beans and put
them on your yuck board.

Russell

Lonnie

First student
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Russell

I I I;: I

Second student
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Lonnie's turn .... What did Lonnie get?
Student: A two.
Teacher:' Lonnie, get two beans from Brenda and put them
on your yuck board.
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Russell's turn again .... Russell get a three. What should he
do?
Student: Get three beans from Brenda.
Teacher: Right. How many beans does Russell have in his
beans space?
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Student: Seven.
Teacher: But this is a yuck board. The rule for the yuck
board is, you can't have five beans or more in the bean
space. What do you think I'll have Russell do?
Student: Put some of his beans in a yuck cup.
Teacher: How many?
Student: Five.
Student: No! Yuck!
Teacher: Okay Russell, show yuck beans to Brenda and
she'll give you a cup to put them in. Brenda, you have
to make sure Russell has enough beans to get a cup before you give him one.
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Once the students have seen the game demonstrated
at
the overhead, they divide into groups of three and begin
playing.
If the class does not divide evenly into threes,
then four students
play together.
Every time there is a
winner, the loser trades places with the banker and the
game begins again.

Students need to clarify 'the rules of a game before they
start playing, 10 they don't ...... about th,.
in 'the
middle of a game. Lttrnl,. to 'resofve conflicts peaceably is an important part
anvOnt's educadon; games
and their rules provide 'an' ex ...
mocteI for learning

Russell

of

this.
Every time students questIOn what to do in. given
situation, they shbUld be encOuraa8d,to make up'a rule
that will cover that and ail similar fituatiOn$. .f they
cannot decide on a rul. among 'themselves, their projItem
should be submitted to the entire ct. for discussion and
resolution by vote.

Whose turn is it?
Student: Lonnie's ...
An example
in this figure.

of a game played to completion
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Our studentsnave been taught all their"livesthat rules
are "given," not something to be reflected on. Rules are
no more than common agreements accepted by all, because they serve us well. If they do not, they should not be'
accepted without question. The greatest, most creative
advances in the field of mathematics have come from
persons who accepted the rules as a starting place rather
than the end.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, BOWLS, AND DICE
PURPOSE:
To learn a grouping game that involves counting by the numbers zero through five
MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice, numbered zero to five
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in two
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Unlined paper

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, BOWLS, AND DICE

Teacher: Today we'll play the dice-rolling game a different
way. You will start with a big yuck on your yuck board
and roll your dice until one of you has subtracted all your
beans. Before you start, I'll demonstrate what I mean on
the overhead.

PURPOSE:
To learn a grouping game that involves counting by the numbers zero through five
MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice, numbered zero to five
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in two
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, bean·
shaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Unlined paper

First, I place a big yuck on my yuck board. Then I roll my
dice. What did I get?
Student: A three.
Teacher: The three means I take three beans away from
the bean column. How can I do that? I don't have any
beans in my bean column.
Student: You can get five yucks ... I mean yuck yucks
out of the big yuck. That gives you five yuck cups in
the yuck column. Then you can dump the beans out of
one yuck cup into the bean column and take one bean
away. Just like we did for the minus-one game.
Teacher: Do you think you can start with a big yuck and
take beans away each time you roll the dice till you get
back to zero?
Student: Yes.
Teacher: Then you may begin playing the game.

The game presented to the students in the previous lesson
involved racing to a big yuck. In this lesson, the students
race to a big zoobie.
The students play in groups of threes; the loser becomes
the banker. The rules decided on by the class for yucks are
still in effect for zoobies.
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The students know how to do the necessary regrouping
to remove beans from their yuck boards. The structure of
the game for racing to a big yuck is the same when racing
back. Switching from an addition activity to subtraction
generally gives students no difficulty.
If, for some reason, the switch from racing up to racing
back is not easily made, the teacher selects three students
to play at the overhead and guides them step by step through
a game while the rest of the class watches.
The rules decided for the addition version of the game
apply for subtraction. All new rule questions are decided
as before.

MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to four *
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in two
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Individual blackboards
9. Unlined paper
10. Lined paper

*Note: For the activities that follow, the students' dice
have numbers from zero to four. This can be accomplished
by placing a small gummed label over the five. Any number
between zero and four can then be repeated on the label.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH BEANS,
CUPS, BOWLS, AND DICE

In the next two lessons students learn and practice a dice
game which, when combined with the dice game played in
the previous four lessons, provides them the necessary skill
to create and solve addition and subtraction problems in·
volving borrowing and carrying.

PURPOSE:
To playa grouping game that involves counting by the numbers zero through five

MATERIALS:

Teacher: Today we will playa new game. Each person will
roll his or her dice three times. The first roll will be for
beans, the second for yucks, and the third for big yucks.
When you have rolled three times and your partner has
rolled three times, the winner is the person with the most
beans, counting the big yucks, yucks, and beans columns.
I'll demonstrate what I mean on the overhead. First, I roll
my die ... what did I get?
Student: Two.
Teacher: Okay. That means I put two beans in my bean
column. Now, I roll again. What did I get?
Student: Three.
Teacher: That means I put three yuck cups in my yuck
column. I roll again. What did I get?
Student: Four.
Teacher: That means four big yucks in the big yuck column.

1.
2.
3.
4.

Dice numbered zero to five
Beans
Cups
Bowls
5. Unlined paper

The game presented in the previous lesson involved racing
from a big yuck to zero. In this lesson, the students start
with a big zoobie, and play without any formal instruction
at the overhead. They begin with a big zoobie and race
down to zero.
All rules established for earlier games remain in effect.
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PLACE VALUE ACTIVITIES WITH
BEANS, CUPS, BOWLS, AND RICE

I've shown you how to roll your dice and fill in amounts of
big yucks, yucks, and beans on your paper. I haven't
shown you how somebody wins, because I didn't have
a partner. The winner is the person with the most beans.
How many beans do I have in my bean column?
Student: Two.

PURPOSE:
To look for place value patterns

ADVANCED ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
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see what you were doing. The games you are to play now
will be over too quickly for me to see very many of them.
For this reason, I want you to record your scores for each
game on paper, so when I come around I can see a record
of all the games you have played.
You will need a record sheet on which to keep score. Here
is one example of a record sheet you might use. You
need a piece of lined paper. Draw a line down the middle
of it, write one person's name on one half, and the other
person's name on the other half. On each half, make a
separate column for big yucks, yucks, and beans. Then,
on each line write how many big yucks, yucks, and beans
each person collected for that game.

Teacher: How many beans do I have in my yuck cup
column?
Student: Three yuck cups.
Teacher: But how many beans?
Student: What?
Teacher: How many beans are there in one yuck cup?
Student: Five.
Teacher: Then how many beans in two yuck cups?
Student: Ten.
Teacher: Okay. How many beans in three yuck cups?
Student: Fifteen.
Teacher: Then how many beans do I have in my yuck cup
column, if I have three yuck cups in it?
Student: Fifteen.
Teacher: How many beans do I have in both my yuck cup
column and my bean column?
Student: Seventeen.
Teacher: How many beans do I have in my big yuck
column?
Student: I don't know.
Teacher: How many beans in one big yuck?
Student: I don't know.
Teacher: How many yucks in a big yuck?
Student: Five.
Teacher: How many beans in each yuck?
Student: Five.
Teacher: How many beans in five yucks?
Student: Twenty-five.
Teacher: Then how many beans in one big yuck?
Student: Twenty-five.
Teacher: Two big yucks?
Student: ... Fifty?
Teacher: Three big yucks?
Student: Seventy-five.
Teacher: Four big yucks?
Student: One hundred.
Teacher: How many beans in all the big yucks, yuck cups,
and beans columns?
Student: ... One hundred and seventeen.
Teacher: Okay. That means my total number of beans is
117. If I were playing someone, then I would win if that
person had less than 117, and that person would win if
he or she had more than 117.

Name
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Name
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The teacher draws a record sheet on the overhead for the
students to copy. then selects two students to playa sample
game at the overhead. The students each roll the dice three
times and set out the appropriate number of big yucks,
yucks, and beans on their yuck boards.
Marsha

John
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Teacher: You can see how I wrote the numbers of yucks
on my recording sheet. This is how I want you to keep
track of your scores.
John

81 fJ

The easy part for students to learn is to roll the dice and
put big yucks. yucks. and beans in the appropriate columnsthe hard part is figuring out who has the most total beans.
An amount like 3 big yucks. 4 yucks. and 4 beans might
mean counting out 99 beans. The only way for students to
avoid the lengthy counting is to search for patterns within
the numbers of big yucks, yucks, and beans, which can help
them know who has more without always having to count
every bean.
Patterns do exist that, when seen, eliminate the need
for counting. To increase the' students' potential for seeing
these patterns, the teacher has them record their games in
numbers.

Marsha

,
J
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I need you to add one extra thing to your recording sheet.
Who won this game?
Student: Marsha.
Teacher: Okay. You need to indicate who won. I know
you could think of several good ways to indicate who
the winner was, but I will show you a special symbol
mathematicians use to indicate which number they think
is bigger or smaller than another. The symbol is written
like this,

Teacher: When you were racing to or back from big yucks,
the games took long enough so I could come around and
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>

terns that tell them more quickly which number is larger
may alwaYs rely on the counting process to determine a
winner.
The teacher does not reveal the patterns, but does encourage the search for them.
As the students compete
against one another, the teacher asks them to think about
the following questions:

or like this.

<
Whenever you want to show which number you think is
bigger, you point the big end toward the bigger number.
The little, or pointed, end goes toward the little number.
Write two and seven on your blackboards and show me
how you think you would indicate which one is bigger.
Student: Like this?

Is there a quicker way to find how many beans you have
in all your big yucks, yucks, and beans columns than
counting out the beans each time?
Could you make a list of how many beans you have in
one big yuck, then two big yucks, then three, and so on,
to find out how many beans you have without having to
recount each time?
Are there patterns you can see that would permit you to
look just at the numbers on your recording sheet and
know who has more beans? Remember, all you have to
know is who has more, not how many more.

Teacher: Yes. How would we show that Marsha had won?
Show me on your blackboards, please.
Student: This?

The teacher can ask students to share their discoveries
with one another. Students who are using a shortcut to
counting are asked to explain their discovery to their classmates. Different ways exist to shorten the counting process-each new one found is shared with the whole class.
Some students understand numbers and place value so
well that a glance at the numbers on their recording sheet is
sufficient to tell them who has more. Others, despite repeated explanations from their classmates of quicker ways,
count the beans one by one each time. Both methods shoUld
receive an equal amount of acceptance from the teacher.

Teacher: Okay. Whenever you figure out who has more
beans for any of your games, write the symbol in the
correct direction on your recording sheet.
Once the students have learned how to keep score, they
begin rolling against each other to see who gets the larger
number. When they have had an opportunity to roll, compute the larger number, and examine their findings for patterns to make their work simpler, the teacher changes the
game slightly. The students roll the dice three times just as
before, but this time they may select the column into which
they wish to put each successive number. For example, under the old rules students who rolled a 4, then a 1, then a 3,
ended up with the number 314 on their record sheets. In
this new version of the game, they might elect to place the
4 in the big yuck column, the 1 in the beans column, and
the 3 in the yucks column. In this case, instead of 314, the
number would be 431.
This new form of the game may be played in one of two
ways. The students choose the column in which they want
to record each roll of the dice before the roll and may not
change their minds once they see what the roll produces; or
they place their numbers in any order they wish after they
have rolled the dice three times.
Either version of the game produces the same result: any
numeral to the left is worth more beans than any numeral
to its right. This pattern is called place value. When students
think they see patterns in the numbers with which they are
working, the teacher asks them what the pattern is, how
they think it works, if they think it will always work, and
if they can find a time when it doesn't.
Any of the forms of this three-roll dice game potentially
involves the students in a great deal of counting. The student, to find the number of beans in 4 big yucks, would
have to count up to 100. Students who cannot find pat-
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PLACE VALUE ACTIVITIES WITH
BEANS, CUPS, BOWLS, AND DICE
PURPOSE:
To look for place value patterns

MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to three *
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of two
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in two
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available,
bean-shaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
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and checking addition and subtraction
borrowing and carrying.

7. Bowls
8. Individual blackboards
9. Unlined paper
10. Lined paper

Teacher: Today you need to make a new paper on which
to put your beans, cups, and bowls-this will be used for
addition problems.
First, make four columns on your paper, like this. Starting
with the right-hand column, draw a bean, then a cup, then
a bowl, as you did on your earlier papers. In the fourth
column, the one on the far left, draw a tin can. Remember, it doesn't have to be perfect. This time your papers
will have rows in addition to columns on them. Make
rows across your paper like this. Please notice I have
made the last row at the bottom by drawing double lines.

*Note: For the following activities, the students' dice are
numbered from zero to three. This can be accomplished
by placing a small gummed label over the four. A number
between zero and three can then be written on the label.
The game taught the students in this lesson is the same
as that taught in Lesson 8-14, with two differences. First,
the dice indicate amounts of big zoobies, zoobies, and beans
as opposed to big yucks, yucks, and beans. Second, the object of the game is to see who has the least number of beans
after three rolls.

We will now use the new papers to work some addition
problems. For my convenience, I will call the paper on
which you've put all your rows and columns a trading
board.
I'll give you an example of how to make up an addition
problem before you begin doing your own.

ADDITION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS

The teacher fills in the top row of the trading board by
rolling a die three times, as in Lessons 8-15 and 8-16. The
teacher rolls first for beans, then for yucks, then for big
yucks. The fourth column remains empty. When there are
beans, yucks, and big yucks in the first row, the second row
is filled in using the same procedure.
An example of how the trading board would be filled in
for .successive rolls of two, one, three ... four, zero, and
three, can be seen in this figure.

PURPOSE:
To create addition problems
cups, bowls, and tin cans

with

problems involving

beans,

MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
. 2. Dice numbered zero to four
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Tin cans
9. Unlined paper
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Teacher: I have filled in two rows on my trading board by
rolling my die. I am now ready to add. To do this, I
slide all my beans, cups, and bowls below the double
line on my trading board.

Over the next lessons, students apply the knowledge of
place value they have gained so far to creating, recording,
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Student: No.
Teacher: If I can't make any more trades, this is the answer
to my yuck addition problem. How would you say the
answer?
Student: One giant yuck, one big yuck, two yucks, and
one.
When the first example is finished, the teacher works a
second one, in which the students tell the teacher what to
do each step. When they can successfully direct the teacher,
they begin constructing their own problems on their trading
boards. As the students work, the teacher walks around the
room checking their efforts.
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That's all there is to adding yucks, except, by the rules,
I can't have any fives in any column, so I have to make
some exchanges, or trades. That's why I call this a trading board.
How many beans are in the bean column?
Student: Six.
Teacher: I can't have six, so I have to get rid of some beans.
What do I do to them?
Student: Put five in a cup and put the cup in the yuck cup
column.

U
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ADDITION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS

,
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PURPOSE:
To create and record addition problems
MATERIALS:
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1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to four
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Tin cans
9. Unlined paper
10. Individual blackboards
11. Dittoed copies of recording sheet for addition with beans (optional)

Teacher: Okay. How many yucks do I have now?
Student: Two.
Teacher: Do I need to make any trades?
Student: No.
Teacher: How many big yucks do I have?
Student: Six.
Teacher: Do I need to make any trades?
Student: Yes. Take five big yucks and change them into a
tin can.

U
U
Teacher:
Student:
Teacher:
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Teacher: Yesterday, as I watched you make up addition
problems on your yuck trading boards, I could tell you
were doing an excellent job. My problem is, I can't get
around fast enough to see all of the work you do.
want you to keep track of the problems you make upwrite them down on paper, so I can have a record of
what you have done. To keep track of your work, write
the numbers from the top row of your problem like this,
the second row underneath, like this, then draw a line
and put your answer below, like this.

,

What shall we call the tin can column?
A giant yuck.
Can I make any more trades?

ADVANCED ADDITION
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The teacher follows this explanation by creating Q~ans,
cups, and bowls problems on the overhead, then work's the
problems together with the students. They then record the
problems on their blackboards.
If the students understand the recording process after
two or three problems, they begin creating addition problems for beans, yucks, and big yucks on their own. If some
students have difficultY recording numbers for their mate·
rials, the teacher may introduce a recording sheet that contains copies in miniature of the students trading boards (see
black·line master 11). As they put their beans, cups, and
bowls on their trading boards, the students write the num·
bers for these amounts in the corresponding spaces on their
recording sheets.
The greatest difficulty students have in learning to record
problems, with or without the recording sheet, is in forget·
ting to write the numbers that composed the problem before
the numbers are added. Students often take the two rows
of beans, cups, and bowls, slide them below the double line,
make all the necessary changes, then try to write numbers
for the whole problem. This is a difficult task, because only
the answer is available, and the recorded problem will consequently be incomplete. The teacher cannot tell from an
answer if the student added correctly.
Students construct and record as many addition problems as time permits. As the students work, the teacher
walks around the room and assists them.

Bowls
Tin cans
Unlined paper
Individual blackboards
Dittoed copiesof recording sheet for addition with beans (optional)

This lesson combines the activities from Lessons 8-17
and 8-18, but now, the students add groups of four instead
of groups of five.
The teacher shows them how to create addition prob·
lems on their trading boards using dice. When they have
had about ten minutes to work problems with materials,
the teacher reintroduces the recording process. They then
create problems, and record them.

SUBTRACTION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS
PURPOSE:
To create subtraction problems with beans,
cups, bowls, and tin cans
MATERIALS:
1. Overheadprojector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to four, three dice
per student
3. Clear acetate squareswith circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no overheadprojector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Tin cans
9. Unlined paper
10. Individual blackboards
11. Dittoed copies of recording sheet for subtraction with beans (optional)

ADDITION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS
PURPOSE:
To create and record addition problems
MATERIALS:
1. Overheadprojector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to three
3. Clear acetate squareswith circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no overheadprojector is available, bean·
shapedcutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups

Teacher: Today you will make a new paper for subtraction
problems for yucks. The paper is almost the same as the
one we made for addition. You need four columns: they
have a bean, a cup, a bowl, and a tin can in them just like
we drew for addition. You don't need any other lines on
your paper for subtraction.
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Student:
three.

A difficulty is encountered in setting up subtraction problems not found for addition. For subtraction, the top row
of numbers has to represent a larger total than the bottom
row. This means random rolls of dice, by themselves, will
not consistently produce workable subtraction problems.
The following method is designed to eliminate this difficulty.
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Teacher: I'll make up some subtraction problems on the
overhead.
After I am sure the instructions are clear,
you can make up subtraction problems on your own.
These are created differently than the addition problems were so you must watch closely.
First you start each problem with one giant yuck, zero big
yucks, zero yucks, and zero beans in the top row. Then
you roll three dice at one time. Here's my roll ... what
did I get?
Student: Four, one, and two.
Teacher: Okay. I'll put one die under the beans column,
one under the yucks column, and one under the big
yucks column. Notice, I didn't put the dice on my trading board. The dice are off the board.

U
U

Zero giant yucks, zero big yucks, three yucks and

I
I

I

I

When the first example is completed, the teacher works a
second one, in which the students direct the teacher. When
they can successfully do that, they begin constructing problems on their trading boards. As the students work, the
teacher walks around the room and assists them.

,

SUBTRACTION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS
PURPOSE:
To create and record subtraction

Now, I'll subtract the number on the die from the column
it's under. That means I'll subtract two beans from the
bean column, one yuck from the yuck column, and four
big yucks from the big yuck column.
Let's start with the beans column. How can I take two
beans from the beans column if there aren't any beans
there?
Student: You do it like we did it for the minus-one game.
Take five big yucks out of the giant yuck. Then take five
yucks out of a big yuck. Then take five beans out of a
yuck.
Teacher: Like this?
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MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to four
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Tin cans
9. Unlined paper
10. Individual blackboards
11. Dittoed copies of recording sheet for subtraction with beans (optional)

,
,
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Teacher: You've been doing a really great job making up
subtraction problems on your trading boards. I can't get
around fast enough to see all your work, though, so this
time I want you to write your problems on paper so I'll
have a record of them.

Student : Yes.
Teacher: Let's do the subtracting and see what we get.
How would you read the answer?
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If the students understand the recording process after
two or three problems have been worked on the overhead
and recorded on their blackboards, they begin constructing
and recording subtraction problems on their own. If some
students have difficulty, the teacher introduces a recording
sheet that is an exact miniature of the subtraction trading
boards (see black-line master 121.
When working a problem with materials, the students use
the trading board for the starting row of the problem and
the answer row. This is reflected on the recording sheet by
the inclusion of two miniature trading boards for each problem to be recorded. The starting row is recorded in the
upper miniature trading board, the dice numbers in the
appropriate dice squares, and the answer in the lower miniature trading board. The problem written above would be
recorded as in this figure.

I'll put a problem on the overhead then show you how to record it. Here's the first part of the problem. How many
giant yucks?
Student: One.
Teacher: Big yucks?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: Yucks?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: Beans?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: Okay. I write that 1000, which means one giant
yuck, zero big yucks, zero yucks, and zero beans. That's
the first roW.
Now I'll roll my dice for the second row.

How many big yucks?
Student: Four.
Teacher: How many yucks?
Student: Three.
Teacher: How many beans?
Student: One.
Teacher: I write that as 431, which means four big yucks,
three yucks, and one bean.
Now, before we record the answer, we have to work the
problem.
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How many giant yucks in the answer?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: How many big yucks?
Student: Zero.
Teacher: How many yucks?
Student: One.
Teacher: How many beans?
Student: Four.
Teacher: Okay. I write that 0014 and say it:
yucks., zero big yucks, one yuck, and four.
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Students create and record as many subtraction
lems as time permits.

prob-

SUBTRACTION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS
PURPOSE:

zero giant

To create and record subtraction problems

1000

MATERIALS:

13/

1. Overheadprojector dice, or dice cards in
bag

OOfi/
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2. Dice numbered zero to three
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no overhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Tin cans
9. Unlined paper
10. Individual blackboards
11. Dittoed copies of recording sheet for subtraction with beans (optional)

This lesson repeats

8-21. The difference
numbers with which
each new subtraction
yuck on the trading
dice to establish the
In this lesson they
nu mbers as well.

the activities from Lessons 8-20 and
is in how the students determine the
to begin the problem.
In Lesson 8-20,
problem was begun by placing a giant
board.
The students then rolled three
numbers to be subtracted
from 1000.
use their dice to determine
beginning

Teacher:
I will make up a different kind of subtraction
problem on the overhead.
Once I am sure my instructions are clear, you will make up subtraction
problems
on your own.
I start each problem with one giant yuck, as we've already
been doing. Then I roll three dice and place them on my
trading board.

the activities for Lessons 8-20 and
begin each subtraction
problem
with a giant zoobie instead of a giant yuck.
The students create subtraction
problems on their trading boards.
After about ten minutes the recording process
is introduced and the students keep track of each new problem they create.
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This lesson combines

8-21, but here the students
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---Now, I replace each die with the appropriate
beans, cups, or bowls.
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SUBTRACTION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS

U

PURPOSE:

e
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To create and record subtraction problems
Now I've got the top row of my problem.
think I will do next?
Student:
Roll the three dice to see how
away.

MATERIALS:

1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to four
3. Clear acetate squares with circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no 0 verhead projector is available, beanshaped cutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Tin cans
9. Unlined paper
10. Individual blackboards
11. Dittoed copies of recording sheet for subtraction with beans (optional)
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Teacher:
Student:

100

ee

Okay. Now what?
Now do the subtracting.

What do you
much

to take

,
,

The repetition of yuck lessons with zoobies or zoobie
lessons with yucks is meant to be a flexible model, not a
rigid guide. In classrooms where students catch on quickly,
yucks followed by zoobies is usually sufficient to make the
point of the lessons clear. If they have difficulty mastering
the concept, yucks and zoobies can be followed by groupings of sevens or sixes. These new groupings, for which
students create names, allow them to examine in greater
detail the patterns and processes that lead them to a clear
understanding of addition and subtraction in base ten.
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Teacher:
Student:
three.
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Okay. What's the answer?
One giant yuck, zero big yucks, three yucks, and

When the students understand the process they begin
creating and recording their own su!:ltraction problems.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH
PAPER CHIPS
SUBTRACTION WITH BEANS, CUPS,
BOWLS, AND TIN CANS

PURPOSE:

To learn a counting game for grouping by
threes, using a chip trading board; to record
numbers for the counting game and examine
them for patterns

PURPOSE:

To create and record subtraction problems

MATERIALS:

MATERIALS:

1. Acetate squares or squaresof colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squaresor chips
4. Crayons
5. Special paper for recording number patterns in columns
6. Unlined paper

1. Overheadprojector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice numbered zero to three
3. Clear acetate squareswith circles of three
different sizes drawn on them (one circle
per square), or circular cutouts in three
sizes
4. If no 0 verheadprojector isavailable, beanshapedcutouts
5. Beans
6. Cups
7. Bowls
8. Tincans
9. Unlined paper
10. Individual blackboards
11. Dittoed copies of recording sheet for subtraction with beans (optional)

In the previous 24 lessons, students used beans and cups
to learn how to count, add, and subtract in bases ·four and
five. In the next 16 lessons, many of these earlier experiences are repeated using cutout squares of paper called
chips. Beans and cups provide students a framework for
visualizing the relative value of numerals as they are used
to represent increasingly larger quantities ina place value
system of numeration.
If students are to be able to deal
with increasingly larger numbers, represe·nting increasingly
abstract notions of quantity, they need to internalize or
abstract what they have learned about grouping and regrouping. The chips to which they will now be introduced
provide the necessary link between the concrete representations of beans and cups and the more abstract concept of
numbers representing unseen quantities.

The activities in this lesson repeat those for the previous
one, however, the students now use zoobies for each problem instead of yucks.
.
The activities in Lessons 8-1 through 8-24 involved the
students in adding and subtracting with zoobies and yucks.
Using two different groupings is an effective way to practice
without having the repetition seem like remediation.

Teacher: We will learn a new game today, but first you
must make a new trading board. You need a blank piece
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of paper and your red, blue, green, purple, and orange
crayons.

Red

Blue

Green

Purple

The colors are arbitrary. What is important is that each
student uses the same colors on his or her board in the same
order.
Teacher: Divide your paper so you have five columns on
it. Now, use your crayons to color a strip across the top
of each columll. Make sure you have your colors starting from the same side and going in the same order as
the ones on the overhead. Check with your neighbor
to see if my instructions are clear.
Red

Blue

Green

Purple

Check with your neighbor to see if I explained clearly what
should happen to the orange chips.
Plus one
add another orange chip to your board. Plus
one
Plus one. Think about what the rules say to do.

Orange

The game I will show you is called chip trading. The chips
are your little squares of colored paper.
First, you will play on your chip trading boards the plus-one
game. For this game, the rule is that you can't have three
or more in anyone column.
Take out some orange chips. Each time I say "plus one,"
put an orange chip in the orange column.
Plus one .... Plus one .... Plus one. How many orange
chips do you have in your orange column?
Student: Three.

Red

Blue

Green

Purple

Orange

Some students will remember to make the exchange of
three oranges for a purple, others won't. The teacher restates the rule and demonstrates the exchange process on
the overhead. The students then check each other's chip
trading boards to see if everyone has two purples and no
oranges.
Teacher: Plus one orange ... Plus one ... Plus one.
about what the rules say to do.
Teacher: By the rules of this game, you can't have three
of anything in a column. The rule for the chip trading
board is when you get too many in one column, you
turn them in for one chip in the next column. By the
chip trading rules, then, we have to turn three oranges
in for one purple.

ADVANCED ADDITION
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Think

It is likely that a few students will forget to exchange the
three oranges for a purple. It is more likely that they will
remember the rule says they can't have three oranges, but
will fail to see they now have three purples. Three of any
color in a column is not allowed. Some students may actually exchange the three purples for a green without direc-
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tions, but this is not common at the start. In any event, the
teacher explains the rules and shows them on the overhead
the process of changing three purples for a green.

Red

Blue

Green

Purple

Orange

r1J
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Green

Purple
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Blue

Green

Orange
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Orange

Purple
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As they work, the teacher
tions:

poses the following ques-

Look down each column on your recording strip. Do you
see any number patterns to help you predict the numbers you expect to get in that column?
Are the patterns for one column the same as or different
from the patterns in the column next to it?
Have you seen any of those patterns before? Where?
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Orange

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH

I PAPER CHIPS

PURPOSE:
To learn a grouping game involves counting
by the numbers zero, one, and two
MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice
2. Dice, numbered zero, one, two
3. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
4. Marking pens with washable ink, or 00/ored strips of paper in five different colors
5. Paper squares or chips
6. Crayons
7. Unlined paper

The teacher continues guiding the students through the
plus-one game until one red chip has been reached. The
students then clear their trading boards and the process is
begun again. This time, however, the teacher does not demonstrate on the overhead what is to be done, but walks
around and observes while saying plus one.
The third time the students play the
they record the numbers of chips on long
using the same procedures learned earlier
cups. The difference now is that the top
ing strip is marked with the same colors as
chip trading boards.

plus-one game,
strips of paper,
for beans and
of the recordthe ones on the

The banking game taught to the students for this lesson
is essentially the same as the game taught in Lesson 8-11.
The two differences are that the students play with chips
instead of beans and cups, and the grouping used is three
not five. The rules decided for earlier versions of this game
are still in effect.
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rules for that day. Teachers who wish to, however, may introduce them to the more formal names for the groupings:
grouping by threes is called base three, grouping by fours,
base four, and so on.

COUNTING AND GROUPING
ACTIVITIES WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To play counting and grouping
grouping by fours

games for

MATERIALS:

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH
PAPER CHIPS

1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice, numbered zero to three
3. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in fIve different colors
4. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
5. Paper squares or chips
6. Crayons
7. Special paper for recording number patterns in columns
8. Unliried paper

PURPOSE:
To learn a counting game for grouping by
threes, using a chip trading board; to record
numbers for the counting game and examine
them for patterns

MATERIALS:
1. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or ch ips
4. Crayons
5. Special paper for recording number patterns in columns
6. Unlined paper

The activities in this lesson combine those in Lessons

8-25 and 8-26, the only difference being the amount of
chips allowed to remain in a column before an exchange is
required. For Lessons 8-25 and 8-26, the limit was two
per column. At three, an exchange had to be made. For
this lesson, each column may have three chips; when there
are four chips, they must be exchanged for a chip in the
column to the left.

Teacher: We'll play the minus-one game with chips on
your chip trading board. I'll start the game by placing
one red chip on my board. Please put one red chip on
your board, too.

The teacher explains the revised chip trading rule to the
students who then practice it as the teacher demonstrates
a plus-one cycle on the overhead up to one red chip. The
second time the students repeat the plus-one game, they
write numbers for their chips on their recording strips. The
teacher poses the same questions as in Lesson 8-25 for base
three.
When most students have finished recording the plus-one
activity, the banking game is reintroduced.
After a quick
review lesson on the overhead, the students divide into
groups of three and race each other to one red chip. playing as many rounds as time permits.
The student-g\lnerated terms zoobie and yuck have unobtrusively faded from use with the introduction of the
chip trading board. The words were to focus the child's
attention on the grouping process. If the student has mastered the activities for beans and cups, the intended focusing has been accomplished and special words are no longer
necessary.
The teacher notifies the students of the grouping to be
used on the chip trading board by announcing the grouping
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Red

Blue

Green

Purple

Orange

When we played the plus-one game, what color chip did you
put on your board each time I said "plus one?"
Student: Orange.
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Teacher: Orange is also the color chip I want you to take
off your board each time I say "minus one" in this game.
Are you ready? Minus one.
Some students may know they can turn one red into
three blues, one blue into three greens, one green into three
purples, one purple into three oranges and then take away
the one orange meant by minus one. It is more likely, however, that the teacher will need to explain the process of reversing the exchanges they made earlier for plus one.
Red

Blue

Green

Purple

GROUPING ACTIVITIES
WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To learn agrouping game that involves counting by the numbers zero, one, and two

Orange

MATERIALS:
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The students possess sufficient knowledge to master the
minus one game for chips relatively quickly. They have
already played the game for beans and cups and learned
through the plus-one game the various trading relationships
that lead to a red chip. This does not mean, however, that
this knowledge will automatically transfer to the present
situation.
To insure ample opportunity for the students to transfer
their prior knowledge of minus one to chips, the teacher
demonstrates each new exchange on the overhead after they
make the exchange on their chip trading boards. The teacher
continues guiding the students through the minus-one game
until all the chips have been subtracted from the boards, one
orange chip at a time. They then replace the red chip on
their boards and the process is begun again. This time,
however, the teacher does not illustrate what is to be done,
but walks around observing each student while saying
"minus one."
The third time the students play the game, they also
write numbers for the chips on their long strips of recording
paper, as in Lesson 8-25. Here the first number recorded
is 10000, and each subsequent number is one less than the
previous one.
The teacher assists the students until they reach zero
reds, two blues, one green, one purple, and one orange
(02111).
Beyond this point, the students subtract their
own orange chips, one at a time, and record their numbers.
As they work the teacher poses the following questions:

1. Overheadprojector dice
2. Dice, numbered zero, one, two
3. Acetate squaresor squares of colored paper in five different colors
4. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
5. Paper squaresor chips
6. Crayons
. 7. Unlined paper

The students once again play the banking game first introduced in Lesson 8-11. It is essentially the same as the
chip-trading version in Lesson 8-26, except the students
start with a red chip on their trading boards ~nd race down
to zero. The rules decided on for earlier versions are still
in effect.

COUNTING AND GROUPING
ACTIVITIES WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To play counting and grouping games for
grouping by fours
MATERIALS:
1. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. Dice, numbered zero to three
3. Acetate squaresor squares of colored paper in five different colors
4. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five ,different colors
5. Paper squaresor chips

As you look down the different color columns on your recording strip, can you see any number patterns to help
you predict what you expect to get next in that column?
Are the patterns for one column the same as or different
from the patterns in the column next to it?
Are the patterns for minus one the same as or different from
the patterns you found for plus one? Why?
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6. Crayons
7. Special paper for recording
terns in columns
8_ Unlined paper

To create a chip trading addition problem, the students
roll their dice first for orange, then purple, then green, and
then blue. After each roll, the indicated amount of chips
is placed in the appropriate column on the chip trading
board. The example in the figure below illustrates chips
placed on a board for consecutive dice rolls of zero, one,
two, and one. The dice are then rolled again to determine
numbers for the bottom row. Chips for the second series of
dice rolls are placed on the lower half of the trading board.
The figure illustrates the second row of chips placed on the
board for consecutive rolls of two, zero, one, and two.

number pat-

This lesson combines the activities in Lessons 8-28 and
8-29. Now the number of chips that remain in anyone col.
umn before an exchange is required is three; four must be
exchanged.
The teacher begins by explaining the revised chip trading
rule to the class and they practice through one minus-one
cycle. The second time the students repeat the minus-one
game, they also write numbers for their chips on their recording strips. The teacher asks the same questions as in
Lesson 8-28 for base three.
When most students have finished recording the minusone activity, the banking game is reintroduced. The students
divide into groups of three and, starting with a red chip, race
each other down to zero.

Red

Blue

Green

IFj
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When the students have rolled the dice to produce two
rows of chips, the two separate rows are moved together.
All the appropriate ~rades that can be made are made; when
no more exchanges remain, the chips left on the board are
the answer to the problem.

Red

Blue

Green

ADDITION WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To create addition problems using a chip trading board for groupings of threes

MATERIALS:
1. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero, one, two
7. Unlined paper

Red

The activities in this lesson are essentially the same as
those in Lesson 8-17. However, the addition problems are
now created for paper chips instead of beans and cups, and
the dice are rolled four times instead of three to create the
numbers for each row.
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Blue

Green

The sequence of events for chip trading addition is the
same as for beans and cups in Lesson 8-17.
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The students who modify their chip trading boards also
receive a recording sheet with miniature chip trading boards
already on it (see black-line master 13). They place the
numbers from their boards in the equivalent spaces on the
recording sheets.

ADDITION WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:

To createand record addition problems using
grouping of threes
MATERIALS:

ADDITION WITH PAPER CHIPS

1. Acetate squaresor squaresof colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Papersquaresor chips
4. Crayons
5. Overheadprojector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero, one, two
7. Unlined paper
8. Individual blackboards
9. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
addition with chips (optional)

PURPOSE:

To create and record addition problems for
groups of fours
MATERIALS:

1. Acetate squares or squaresof colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Papersquaresor chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero to three
7. Unlined paper
8. Individual blackboards
9. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
addition with chips (optional)

The activities are essentially the same as for Lesson 8-18,
but the problems to be recorded now are for paper chips instead of beans and cups, and the answers usually extend to
five places instead of four.
. The teacher explains the need for recording the problems
on paper. Then, the teacher and the students work problems
on the overhead together. The students record the problems
on their blackboards.
Students who understand the recording process begin
creating and recording their own addition problems. Students who have difficulty in understanding the process are
asked to modify their chip trading board as shown in the
figure below. The first row is for the chips produced from
the first series of dice rolls. The second row is for the second series of rolls. The third row, below the double line,
represents the spaces into which the first two rows of chips
are combined before the exchanges are made that produce
the answer.
Red

Blue

Green

Purple

This lesson combines the activities of Lessons 8-31 and
8-32, however, the students now add groupings of fours
instead of threes.

Orange

SUBTRACTION WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:

To create subtraction problems on the chip
trading board for groupings of threes
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MATERIALS:

MATERIALS:
7. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero, one, two-four
dice
per student
1. Unlined paper

7. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero, one, tllVO
1. Unlined paper
8. Individual blackboards
9. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
subtraction with chips (optional)

The activities are essentially the same as those in Lesson
8-20. The subtraction problems are now created for paper
chips instead of beans and cups, and four dice instead of
three are rolled to create the numbers to be subtracted.
To create a chip trading subtraction problem, the students start with a top row of one red chip and nothing else.
Four dice are rolled together to produce the second row.
The four dice are placed off the chip trading board, with
one die underneath each column for blue, green, purple,
and orange. The students with modified chip trading boards
for addition will need to make new ones for subtraction.
Red

Blue

Green

Purple

This lesson is essentially the same as Lesson 8-21. The
problems to be recorded now are for chips instead of beans
and cups, and the top row of the problem is 10000 instead
of 1000.
Students who have difficulty understanding the recording process are given a recording sheet, but it is not an exact
miniature of their own subtraction trading boards. It is,
instead, similar to the subtraction recording sheets first used
in Lesson 8-21 (see black-line master 14).

Orange

""'~"""?=;:L=::;,=,:;;,=/"""F'I'7.·~'r7~

SUBTRACTION WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To create and record subtraction
for groupings of fours

The sequence of events for teaching chip trading subtraction is the same as for beans and cups in Lesson 8-20.

problems

MATERIALS:
7. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero to three
1. Unlined paper

SUBTRACTION WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To create and record subtraction
for groupings of threes

ADVANCED ADDITION
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8. Individual blackboards
9. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
subtraction with chips (optional)

problems
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The activities in this lesson combine those of Lessons
8-34 and 8-35. The only difference is for this lesson, the
students subtract groupings of fours instead of threes.
The teacher repeats the process of showing the students
how to create subtraction problems on their trading boards.
When the students have had about ten minutes to construct
problems, the teacher reintroduces the recording process.

I

I

Blue

Red

I

flI

Red

I

[Z] I

Blue

Purple

Green

~

Green

I

Orange

0I0
Purple

OranQe

~

~

SUBTRACTION WITH PAPER CHIPS

o

PURPOSE:
To create and record subtraction
for groupings of threes

problems

Next, the students roll the dice to be placed off the board.
The subtraction is then carried out.

MATERIALS:
1. Acetate squares or squares of colored pa·
per in five different.'colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero, one, two
7. Unlined paper
8. Individual blackboards
9. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
subtraction with chips (optional)

P1a

~

Red

This lesson repeats the activities for Lessons 8-34 and
8-35. The difference is in how the students determine the
numbers for the top row in each problem. In Lesson 8-34,
each new subtraction problem was begun by placing a red
chip in the appropriate column on the trading board. The
students then rolled their four dice to establish what numbers were to be subtracted from 10000.
For this lesson, the four dice are used to determine the
numbers for the top row as well. The students place one
red chip on their trading boards. They then roll their four
dice and place them on their trading boards in the empty
columns. Each die is then replaced with the appropriate
number of chips.

Blue

Green

Purple

Orange

The teacher demonstrates this process on the overhead.
When the first example is completed, the teacher works a
second one, in which the students direct each step. When
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they can successfully do this, they begin creating their own
problems on the trading boards. In about ten minutes, the
teacher introduces the recording process. They then record
on paper each problem they create.

MATERIALS:

SUBTRACTION WITH PAPER CHIPS

The activities for this lesson combine what the students
have learned about adding and subtracting with chips for
groupings of threes. The students are asked to create and
record addition and subtraction problems alternately.
The students construct and write as many different problems as the time for the lesson permits. As they work, the
teacher walks around checking their efforts.

PURPOSE:
To create and record subtraction
for groupings of fours

problems

1. Paper squares or chips
2. Dice, numbered zero, one, two
3. Chip trading boards. made earlier on unlined paper
4. Dittoed copies of recording sheets for
addition
and subtraction
with chips
(optional)

MATERIALS:
1. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. Dice, numbered zero to three
7. Unlined paper
8. Individual blackboards
9. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
subtraction with chips (optional)

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To create and record addition and subtraction problems for groupings of fours

MATERIALS:
1. Paper squares or chips
2. Dice, numbered zero to three
3. Chip trading boards made earlier on unlined paper
4. Dittoed copies of recording sheets for
addition
and subtraction
with chips
(optional)

This lesson repeats the activities of the previous one,
but the students use groupings of fours for each problem
instead of threes.
The pattern of presentation for each new lesson should
be as much like the patterns for old lessons as possible. In
this way, the amount of new material presented to students
is kept to a minimum.

The activities in this lesson repeat those for the previous
one, but the students use groupings of fours for each problem instead of threes.
Lessons 8-25 through 8-40 involved the students in add·
ing and subtracting on their chip trading boards using groupings of threes and fours. Alternating the two groupings is a
continuation of the method of repeating experiences without having the repetition seem like remediation.
The groupings of threes and fours are not meant to be
rigid guides for what must be done in a classroom. As was
true for beans and cups, in classrooms where students catch
on more quickly, two different groupings may be enough.
If students need more experience to internalize a concept,

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To create and record addition and subtraction problems for groupings of threes

ADVANCED ADDITION

AND SUBTRACTION
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additional ones may be used: threes and fours can be followed by fives, then sixes.

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH
PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:

GROUPING ACTIVITIES WITH
PAPER CHIPS

To learn agrouping game that involves counting by the numbers zero through nine
MATERIALS:
1. Overheadprojector dice, or dice cards in
bag
2. One die per student, numbered zero
through four
3. One die per student, numbered zero
through five
4. Acetate squaresor squaresof colored paper in five different colors

PURPOSE:
To learn a counting game for grouping by
tens, using a chip trading board; to record
numbers for the counting game
MATERIALS:

5. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
6. Paper squaresor chips
7. Crayons
8. Unlined paper

1. Acetate squaresor squaresof colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Papersquaresor chips
4. Crayons
5. Special paper for recording number patterns in columns
6. Unlined paper

This lesson combines the activities for Lessons 8-26 and
8-29. The only differences are (1) the students use groupings of tens, (2) the banking game is played first up to one
green, then down from green, then, up again, then, down,
and so on, and (3) two dice are rolled and added together
to determine the orange chips to be added or taken away
on any given turn.

The activities in the next six lessons allow students to
apply all they have learned about place value, addition and
subtraction in basesthree, four, and five to the base in which
most computation is performed-base ten. The effectiveness
of preceding addition and subtraction in base ten with study
in other bases is best shown by the students themselves.
When addition and subtraction in base ten is learned in the
context of a pattern for addition and subtraction regardless
of the base, students exhibit none of the confusion tradi·
tionally associated with the operations of borrowing and
carrying.

ADDITION WITH PAPER CHIPS

The activities in this lesson combine those in Lessons
8;.25 and 8-28.
The differences are: the students use
groupings of tens, and only play the plus-one game up to
one green chip before starting back down to zero with the
minus-one game.
As they work at recording the numbers, the teacher asks
them to think about the same questions asked in Lessons
8-25 and 8-28.
Students who wish to, may go beyond one green chip in
the plus-one game. It is not important that each student
have time to play the minus-one game. It is important that
each student have the opportunity to examine long lists of
numbers for patterns.

PURPOSE:
To create and record addition problems for
groupings of tens using a chip trading board
MATERIALS:
1. Acetate squaresor squaresof colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
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3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag

mines the number of orange chips to be subtracted, the
second is for purple, the third for green, and the fourth
for blue.

6. One die per student, numbered zero to
four
7. One die per student, numbered zero to
five
8. Unlined paper
9. Individual blackboards
10. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
addition with chips (optional)

----
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SUBTRACTION WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:

This lesson combines the activities for Lessons 8-31 and
8-32, but the students use groupings of tens, and two dice
are rolled and their totals added together to find the number of chips to put in each row of each column.

To create and record subtraction problems
for groupings of tens using a chip trading
board
MATERIALS:
1. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. One die per student, numbered zero to
four
7. One die per student, numbered zero to
five
8. Unlined paper
9. Individual blackboards
10. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
subtraction with chips (optional)

SUBTRACTION WITH PAPER CHIPS
PURPOSE:
To create and record subtraction problems
for groupings of tens using a chip trading
board
MATERIALS:
1. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or col·
ored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. One die per student, numbered zero to
four
7. One die per student, numbered zero to
five
8. Unlined paper
9. Individual blackboards
10. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
subtraction with chips

The activities for this lesson are essentially the same as
those for Lesson 8-37. The students use groupi ngs of tens,
and employ the same technique of the previous lesson, that
produced numbers for the second row of the subtraction
problems, to produce numbers for the orange, purple, green,
and blue columns of the first row of the problems.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
WITH PAPER CHIPS

The activities for this lesson combine those for Lessons
8-34 and 8-35. However, the students use groupings of
tens and do not roll four dice at once to determine what
numbers to subtract from 10000. Instead, they roll their
two dice to find each number to be subtracted, one number
at a time, as they have already done for their various chip
trading problems in addition. The first two·dice roll deter-

ADVANCED ADDITION
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PURPOSE:
To create and record addition and subtraction problems for groupings of tens using a
chip trading board
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MATERIALS:

ChiIJ':trIding boards, they -1ft enswers using beans
1. Acetate squares or squares of colored paper in five different colors
2. Marking pens with washable ink, or colored strips of paper in five different colors
3. Paper squares or chips
4. Crayons
5. Overhead projector dice, or dice cards in
bag
6. One die per student, numbered zero to
four
7. One die per student, numbered zero to
five
8. Unlined paper
9. Individual blackboards
10. Dittoed copies of the recording sheet for
addition
and subtraction
with chips
(optional)

are C8f1'ied tip .!y~ let .ningto add
and subtract. when are .~ ..~
...~
their chip
trading boards"
The ansWer Is .n6t, ~
Some
stUdents Internalize the board's' UII almost before they
ftnW1 ~
the t...
,~·it.,.9th«t
hasi·
__
~~
it for.,pro __ .fiJinWitasa
security check when workbeaO" tlIcmt ciiffiwit. StIli
others continue using it
year. Th.
in'WntIiZltkm pr..
Is •• dirtc:t ~of
how often
the students use their boards and of how Well they under·
stand that use. ~must
cteeIde,wheft. thy..-. they
wish to abandon aidsto 0f.)mpU~.
The measure of a person's praetlcal ability in mathernatk:s it whether he or she ,..n produce accurate answers
to problems. We must thiAk carefully ........ oor resp0nsibilities as teachers. Are we W tfP8ch our students only
thoseweys of producing'
that have been prejudged as "acceptable'· for use on a staftdardlzed tnt?
Or is our goal, instead, to.help e8ch student find .....
to problems in the best way he or she is able., In Japan,
all students are allowed to work alculations on their
sorobons. Japanese students register the highest level of
~::"'ts

tIvouttWM-. ..,.

answers'

The activities for this lesson combine what the students
have learned about adding and subtracting
with chips for
groupings of tens. The students are asked to alternate be·
tween creating addition and subtraction
problems.

arithmetic understanding of eny of the nations tested by
UNESCO, including the United States. The chip trading
board is the equivalent of a multi-base sorobon or abacus.

Each student can now produce answers to addition or
subtraction
problems using positive whole numbers in base
ten. This is the foundation
for the multiplication
and divi·
sion work in the following two chapters.
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